Fibrus Cookie Policy
This cookie policy has been created and updated by Fibrus.
What are cookies?
Cookies and similar technologies are very small text documents or pieces of code that often contain a unique identification
code. When you visit a website or use a mobile application, a computer asks your computer or mobile device for permission
to save this file on your computer or mobile device and gain access to information. Information collected through cookies
and similar technologies may include the date and time of the visit and how you use a particular website or mobile
application.
Why do we use cookies
Cookies make sure that during your visit of our website you remain logged in, all information you input through our address
checker is retained for processing throughout your use of the website, you can use the website safely and the website keeps
running smoothly. The cookies also ensure that we can see how our website is used and how we can improve it. Furthermore,
depending on your preferences our own cookies may be used to present you with targeted advertisements that match your
personal interests.
What type of cookies do we use?
Necessary cookies
These cookies are necessary for the website to function properly. Some of the following actions can be performed by using
these cookies:
- Using our address checker
- Save your cookie preferences for this website
- Saving language preferences
- Log in to our portal. We need to check whether you are logged in.
Performance cookies
These cookies are used to gather statistical information about the use of our website, also called analytics cookies. We use
this data for performance and website optimization.
Functional cookies
These cookies enable more functionality for our website visitors. These cookies can be set by our external service providers
or our own website. The following functionalities may or may not be activated when you accept this category.
- Live chat services
- Watch online videos
- Social media sharing buttons
- Login to our website with social media
Advertising / tracking cookies
These cookies are set by external advertising partners and are used for profiling and tracking data across multiple websites.
If you accept these cookies, we may show our advertisements on other websites based on your user profile and preferences.
These cookies also save data about how many visitors have seen or clicked on our advertisements in order to optimize
advertising campaigns.
Unclassified
These cookies are still in the classification process. They will show up in one on the following categories; Necessary,
Performance, Functional or Advertising.
How can I switch off or remove cookies?
You can choose to opt out of all but the necessary cookies. You can do this by changing the settings within our Cookie Tool
(accessible whenever you first access our website, or by clicking the blue icon. Alternatively, in the settings of the browser,
you can change the settings to ensure that cookies will be blocked. Most browsers provide you with an explanation on how
to do this in the so-called ‘help-function’. However, if you block the cookies, it is possible that you will not be able to enjoy
all the technical features our website has to offer and it may negatively affect your user experience.
If you want to view your consents audit please contact the website administrator.
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The cookies we use on our website
Necessary
Name
XSRF-TOKEN

__cf_bm

cookiefirst-consent

cookiefirst-id

Performance
Name
_ga

_gat_*****
_gid

Advertising
Name
Facebook

IDE

_fbp

_gcl_au

Purpose

Domain name

Provider

fibrus.com

Expiration
time
2 hours

This cookie is written to help
with site security in preventing
Cross-Site Request Forgery
attacks.
The __cf_bm cookie is a cookie
necessary
to
support
Cloudflare Bot Management,
currently in private beta. As
part of our bot management
service, this cookie helps
manage incoming traffic that
matches criteria associated
with bots.
This cookie saves your cookie
preferences for this website.
You can change these or
withdraw your consent easily.
This cookie contains your
unique ID so CookieFirst can
identify unique visitors to this
website.

hubspot.com

30 minutes

Hub Spot

fibrus.com

1 year

Cookie first

api.cookiefirst.com

1 year

Cookie First

Purpose

Domain name

Registers a unique ID for a
website visitor it tracks how
the visitor uses the website.
The data is used for statistics.
Set by Google Analytics to
control the request rate
Registers a unique ID for a
website visitor it tracks how
the visitor uses the website.
The data is used for statistics.

Fibrus

Provider

fibrus.com

Expiration
time
2 years

fibrus.com

1 minute

Google LLC

fibrus.com

1 day

Google LLC

Purpose

Domain name

Provider

This cookie is set by Facebook
and could be used for tracking
conversions and advertising
purposes.
Cookie from Double Click
(Google) which helps us to
analyze and optimize our
advertising campaigns.
This cookie is used by
Facebook for advertising
purposes and conversion
tracking.
This cookie is set by Google
Adsense for experiments with
'cross-website' advertising.

facebook.com

Expiration
time
Session

doubleclick.net

1 year

Double Click

fibrus.com

3 months

Facebook

fibrus.com

3 months

Google
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Google Inc

Facebook, Inc

c
fr

tuuid

tuuid_lu

BidSwitch
Advertisting
Infrastructure
Cookie set by Facebook. The
gathered information is used
in their advertising products,
for example real time bidding
from third party advertisers.
Registers whether or not the
user has agreed to the use of
cookies.
Contains a unique visitor ID,
with which Bidswitch.com can
track the visitor across
multiple websites. This allows
Bidswitch.com to optimize
the
relevance
of
advertisements and ensure
that the visitor does not see
the same advertisements
multiple times.

Unclassified
Name
fibrus_networks_ltd_session

pool.admedo.com

1 year

Admedo

facebook.com

3 months

Facebook

pool.admedo.com

1 year

Admedo

pool.admedo.com

1 year

Admedo

Purpose

Domain name

This cookie has not yet
been
given
a
description. Our team
is working to provide
more information.

fibrus.com
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Expiration
time
2 hours

Provider
Fibrus

